Nominees for the IOM ICA Executive Committee
2021 IOM ICA Annual General Meeting Elections
The following Candidates have been nominated for the following Executive Committee positions. I have
provided a brief outline based on the definitions from our IOM Constitution for these officers:

9. IOM ICA OFFICERS
9.1. The IOM ICA shall have the following Officers:
9.1.1. Chairman
9.1.2. Vice Chairman (Technical)
9.1.3. At least one other Vice Chairman, and no more than three other Vice Chairmen
9.1.4. Secretary
9.1.5. Treasurer
9.2. The Officers shall be Registered Owners.
9.3. The Regulations provide for the method of election of Officers.
10. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
10.1. Each Officer shall have one vote in any ballot that may take place in a meeting of the Executive
Committee.
10.2. IOM ICA Executive Committee meetings shall be held by electronic communication on such
occasions and times, or shall be held at such physical places, as are either called by the IOM ICA
Chairman or decided by previous meetings of the IOM ICA Executive Committee.
10.3. There shall be at least one IOM ICA Executive Committee meeting per calendar year.
10.4. The Regulations provide for the conduct of the Executive Committee.

Candidates running for the position of IOM ICA Chairman:
•
•
•

Olivier Cohen (FRA)
Peter Grimm (CAN)
There is no incumbent standing, as Fred Rocha (USA) achieved his 8yr term limit this
year

Candidates running for the position of IOM ICA Vice-Chair of Technical
•
•

Robert Grubiša (CRO)
There is no incumbent standing, as Jeff Byerley (AUS) has elected to step down at the
close of the AGM

Candidates running for the position of IOM ICA Vice-Chair of Info Comms
•
•

Josip Marasovic (CRO)
There is no incumbent standing, as Peter Egea (ESP)achieved his 8yr term limit in 2018

Candidates running for the position of IOM ICA Treasurer
•
•

Sean Wallis (AUS)
Sean Wallis (AUS) is the incumbent in this postion, however needs to stand for formal
election as he was an Executive Committee appointee in 2020, replacing David Turton
(AUS)

All of the candidates listed above have satisfied the required number of nominees to stand for office. I
have attached their candidate forms and a brief sailing/personal biography for your review and
consideration. Please share this candidate information within your respective NCA’s. There will be a
formal ballot circulated after the November 15th date – with results posted on the meeting day +/December 13th, 2021.

Olivier Cohen (FRA)
I seek election to the position of IOMICA Chairman
I am a Registered Owner.
I have no interest in any commercial undertaking involved with the IOM Class. If I obtain an interest in
any commercial undertaking involved with the IOM Class I shall immediately declare such interest in
writing.
I confirm my ability to participate in meetings conducted by Electronic communication.
Olivier’s Biography:
I am Olivier Cohen, Program Manager in an automotive supplier group, was born in Paris in 1969,
married, 2 big kids 21 and 18 .I have started sailing at 8 yo following my father on the family sailboat,
then Optimist, quickly with competition and some decent results. Afterwards 420, then a break in racing
during engineering preparatory and school, but still some summer cruising with friends.I have
started racing again around 1994 on big boats near Nantes where I had moved to work, then another break
when I met my best part. After a few years I wanted to race again, and with kids born it was difficult to

leave for days, so I have started IOMs after seeing some of them in a club. Good point was that I could go
and sail with only 2 hours available... It was late 2004.
Since then I have sailed first in nearly all french big events, and starting 2007 nearly all Europeans and
World Championships, leaving home for a little more than 2 hours ! I enjoy sailing IOMs as I like being
able to tune, adjust, update rigs and boat to achieve the best performance, and because you need an IOMs
to sail against best radio sailors at the best events. I don't sail regularly another radio sailing class.
I was elected as IOMICA VC Events from 2009 to 2017, when I had to stop for time limit, but still
supporting Rob Walsh in Events committee. Since 2020, I am chairman of FRA NCA, and have been
involved as an officer in my NCA since 2008.
For IOM class, for me raise of DF95 can be a threat initially as this class may attract beginners because of
low cost, so could reduce participation at club and regional events, but it is as well an opportunity, as I
have heard it is now in USA, as some skippers wish to switch to more technical and fun boats at higher
racing level, such as our class provides. I see 3D printing as an opportunity for beginners and naval
architecture addicts to test their ideas on the water, and build a boat at a low cost. Class rules have to be
modified to allow 3D printing possibilities, but in a different way than suggested recently and rejected last
year in my opinion. IOM Class has developed as a closed rule class, we can't open everything for
materials, which may lead to another issue to fix.
I don't have any commercial interest in IOM Class.
After 18 months of difficult time, I hope that 2022 will bring IOM international events back, to meet
friends from around the world again
END
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Peter Grimm (CAN)
I seek election to the position of Chairperson.
I am a Registered Owner.
I have no interest in any commercial undertaking involved with the IOM Class. If I obtain an
interest in any commercial undertaking involved with the IOM Class I shall immediately declare
such interest in writing.
I confirm my ability to participate in meetings conducted by Electronic communication.
Peter’s Biography:
Hello to all voting members of IOM ICA. My name is Peter Grimm. I am currently running
for theposition of Chairman of our beloved IOM ICA. I am a Canadian sailor living in
British Columbia competing in the IOM class primarily on the west coast of North
America. I am relatively new to the IOM class having just discovered it in 2019 however I
hit the ground running. I have and continue to sail actively from Steveston RC Sailing club,
and Kitsilano Yacht Club. I own 4 IOMs, a 2M America’s Cup Class, 3 DF 65’s as well as
an Opti (for my young daughters to sail), a 505, and a Martin 242. I have been an avid sailor
my whole life and raced actively for over 30 years with my father. After discovering IOM
sailing, I have enlisted my dad and daughters to sail and help build and prepare all RC boats
in the family. I have competed in many other classes and even attended my first IOM WCR
in Brazil in 2019. I seek primarily to support the IOM class and all its membership
initiatives and assist in the promotion and growth of the class at large. I havea young family
and am actively involved in their lives. I strive to bring sailing into the lives of young
people as much as possible. I look forward to serving and assisting the IOM sailing
community. Thank you everyone for considering me for this position.\
END
_________________________________________________________________________

Robert Grubiša (CRO)
I seek election to the position of VC Technical.
I am a Registered Owner.
My interest(s) in commercial undertaking(s) involved with the IOM Class are as follows:
- making foils for SAILBOAT RC as part time job.
I confirm my ability to participate in meetings conducted by Electronic communication.
I am not an officer of my DM. I am currently IRSA TC Chairman and I will not seek re-election
next year.
______________________________________________________________________________
Robert’s Biography
Brief description of experience and expertise in radio yachting and/or yachting in particular.
•
•
•

•

Born in Rijeka (CRO) in 1968.
Started with model boats when was fourteen.
Until 1998 I raced in Marblehead class as a major radio sailing class in Croatia in those
days. Since 1998, I have designed, built and raced numerous IOM designs. In
Marblehead and IOM CRO Championships, I won many medals.
From mid-2005 till 2012 I was builder of IOM boats Topiko and Pikanto under the Sails
Etc license.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

END

From 2012 till 2020 I worked with Zvonko Jelačić and SAILBOAT RC on designing and
building hulls of Kantun, Kantun S and Kantun 2 IOM boats.
From 2020 I am producing IOM foils for SAILBOAT RC
In the period 2001-2009 I was the Chairman of the ISAF RSD Technical committee and I
have been involved in class rule revisions (in standard ISAF format) of IOM, Marblehead
and 10R International Classes, as well as in technical interpretation and class rule
revisions for mentioned and International A Class.
In the period 2009-2017 I was IOM ICA VC Technical involved in all technical matters
of the IOM class.
From 2017 I am Chairman of the ISAF RSD Technical committee. I will not stand for
next election on IRSA AGM on 2022.
I was a member of the International Jury on the first IOM Worlds in St. Cyr (FRA) and
Chief of Equipment Inspection team on IOM European Championship in Dubrovnik
(CRO).
IOM class with its open class rules for hull design and closed class rules for rigs is very
well suited for design challenges as well as for all levels of competitions.
New technologies, materials and building techniques have to be carefully introduced in
the IOM class having in mind the original intention of the class.
I am Naval Architect B.Sc. I am worked as Technical (Design and Engineering)
Department Manager and Lead Engineer in the domestic Shipyard. Currently I am lead
engineer in the Shipbuilding Enginnering company in my home town.
I am married and haves two daughters.

Josip Marasovic (CRO)
I seek election for the position of VC Communication.
I am a Registered Owner.
My interest(s) in commercial undertaking(s) involved with the IOM Class are as follows:
- CEO & co-founder of Sailboat RC company which manufactures and promotes RC sailboats
globally.
I confirm my ability to participate in meetings conducted by Electronic communication.
Josip’s Biography
I have been doing RC sailing actively for the last 7 years, but I wasn't sailing on a very high
competitive level as I am mostly occupied around organizational & promotional efforts, leading
our national program for Croatian Sailing Federation together with our several top IOM sailors.
In sailing, I have been enjoying sailing boats of hull lengths with around 9-15m mostly and I also
have some experience with windsurfing. Within radio sailing, I have supported the IOM class
and also the DF65 monoclass. From 2015 up until today, I am part of the Croatian IOM scene,
working to support this lovely mix of technical culture & sport as much as possible. I mostly
participated in IOM events in Croatia, although I have visited others internationally as well to
learn and expand my knowledge within the IOM class (for example CCOR IOM inter-city event
in China). IOM class has to reach out to a broader RC sailing community and generally more to
sailors who are not going to be any more in super competitive shape or simply want to slow
down. There are some small issues that could be addressed, such as thorough class action in
order to stop some of the voices who unjustly accuse the IOM class of being over expensive as
they are forgetting the quality of IOM sailboats which is raising each year and offering many
advancements to numerous participants worldwide. Considering the number of interested sailing
clubs / people, there is always an effort to expand the number of IOM sailboats which would

allow beginners to enter faster as many people worldwide are interested and are in a struggle to
find new or second hand IOM sailboat. Also, in the very organization of IOM maybe there could
be a way (midterm to elevate class organization on a more professional level and that would
require professionals who would listen for those most experienced (currently all volunteers) and
work heavily on those goals. Social media could be elevated on a little higher level considering
official IOM pages and their current activity. But, so far IOM class had pretty good worldwide
accessibility and it survived lots of hardships while other (mono)classes have sunk down and that
proves its resiliency. I personally feel that the democratic approach which the IOM class
cherishes (lots of nations, many manufacturers, open for all) is something that also pushes more
people into it as then everybody feel like they are truly part of it, not just following some orders
or decisions above, and that is something which IOM class could share and communicate even
better with the world. I am personally attracted in a class by many lovely people which are down
to earth, welcoming and always prepared to have a good time while sailing IOM sailboats. So,
mostly because of the great community. And the very concept and tradition of the IOM class
simply prove why it is the best RC sailing class in the world and why its name brings prestige
with it. No matter how good it is and how much I praise it, I trust that we can have an even better
and broader community for the benefit of all participants so I would like to offer my assistance
within my field of expertise if that is possible. Being heavily invested in RC sailing in Croatia
and doing promotion of IOM's worldwide for more than half a decade, I sincerely hope that my
help could do a positive effect that could be noticed in the end as a worthwhile effort. Of course,
with cooperation and help from other IOM volunteers, as this work requires a serious attitude if
we are to make noticeable results to help our dear IOM class expand and flourish worldwide.
Hope I managed to do a brief summary for all the questions, my ideas for work needed as VC
would mostly rotate around the following subjects: analysis of current communication channels,
getting feedback from the community (IOM and other classes & general sailors), implementation
of Google Analytics on official channels (web) if possible, going through detailed segmentation
of IOM class (geographical, behavioural, demographic, social...), starting grounds for internet
marketing management, etc.
Of course, I would also kindly ask for an introduction to work needed from the current Infocom
subcommittee, dear Mr Pedro Egea as that would be greatly appreciated.
END
______________________________________________________________________________

Sean Wallace (AUS)
I seek election to the position of Treasurer.
I am a Registered Owner.
My interest(s) in commercial undertaking(s) involved with the IOM Class are as follows:
Owner/Proprietor – SailRC – online parts & accessories store for RC yachts in Australia
I confirm my ability to participate in meetings conducted by Electronic communication.
______________________________________________________________________________
Sean’s Biography
I have been sailing for over 40 years in various types and classes of boat from dinghies to
keelboats winning multiple Australian state championships in most classes sailed. For over 11
years I sailed in the J24 class winning three Australian Championships and an Asia Pacific
Championship before being attracted to radio sailing and specifically the IOM class in 2007. I
currently own and regularly race my Swarbrick 97 yacht along with my 20ft Australian Sharpie
dinghy and some time in between sail my IOM.
Radio sailing became my passion, much to the disgust of my wife as she has never been able to
grasp why grown men play and spend so much money on toy boats, something I guess she’ll

never come to grips with! I’ve enjoyed success with the IOM winning multiple Australian state
championships and an Australian National Championship title in 2019 and have had the
opportunity to participate in a number of events including multiple trips to NZL, a visit to Dallas
in the US and most recently the 2019 IOM World Championship in Brazil but above all, the
comradery within the class and the opportunity to meet so many fantastic people has been the
highlight of sailing the IOM.
My involvement in radio sailing has also seen me take on various committee roles including a
number of years as President of the Australian Radio Yachting Association (ARYA). It is the
commitment and passion that I have that gives me the required attributes to be actively involved
as a member of the IOMICA Executive team.
END
_____________________________________________________________________________________

